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MOGL hires Sales Team Members Rodrigo Castro
and Tony Azbik as the company's first Director of
Sales and Account Executive. 
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                                   MOGL, the leading platform connecting businesses and
brands with collegiate athletes for opportunities to monetize their name,
image, and likeness (NIL) is expanding and hired MOGL’s first Director of
Sales, Indiana-based Rodrigo Castro and MOGL’s first Account Executive,
Alabama-based Tony Azbik.

As Sales Director and an investor in MOGL, Castro is responsible for managing
the sales team and ensuring that outbound communication and revenue
quotas are met. Castro oversees all account managers and sales
representatives. In his new role, Castro will be working closely with MOGL
Director of Marketing Zoe Haugen and Customer Success Manager Nicolette
Ruiz to effectively address growth opportunities and employ optimal
campaign management strategies.

As Account Executive, Azbik ensures customers are supported in every step
of the sales process from signing up to posting a job and that campaigns are
managed effectively including assisting with onboarding and navigation of
the platform, recruiting athletes for NIL deals, managing deliverables and
coordinating with brands.

“Rodrigo and Tony add phenomenal value to the MOGL team as they display
exceptional business development skills and extensive networks,” said MOGL
Co-Founder and CEO Ayden Syal. “Their passion for the sports business
industry and success growing revenue in their previous roles are crucial to
our platform’s expansion as a leading NIL marketplace in the new era.”

Prior to working at MOGL, Castro gained extensive experience as an investor
and sales team member in various early-stage companies. Most recently,
Castro was a Senior Mid-Market Account Executive at a tech startup and
previously an early employee at DoorDash, where he lead Strategic
Partnerships. Castro began his career as a restaurant Owner and Operator.

Formerly, Azbik was a Business Development Manager at a banking software
company where he gained prospecting and consulting techniques to close
business. Before that, he was a District Manager for Major Accounts at ADP
and a Senior Account Specialist at Enterprise.

Castro graduated from the University of Indianapolis with a Bachelor of Arts in
Sports Marketing and Azbik obtained a Bachelor of Science degree at the
University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Read the full article

https://bit.ly/3xafV4t
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